
2359 Mt 10:30 hairs

2359 Mt 3:4 hair

2359 Mt 5:36 hair

2359 Mr 1:6 hair

2359 Lu 12:7 hairs

2359 Lu 21:18 hair

2359 Lu 7:38 hairs

2359 Lu 7:44 hairs

2359 Joh 11:2 hair

2359 Joh 12:3 hair

2359 Ac 27:34 hair

2359 1Pe 3:3 hair

2359 Re 1:14 hairs

2359 Re 9:8 hair

2359 Re 9:8 hair

2359.  Strong's Dictionary Study

2359. thrix {threeks}; genitive case trichos, etc.; of uncertain
derivation; hair: --hair. Compare 2864.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 2359 -- hair.

2359   Interlinear Index Study

2359  MAT 003 004 And the same <0846 -autos -> John <2491 -
Ioannes -> had <2192 -echo -> his raiment <1742 -enduma -> of
camel s <2574 -kamelos -> hair <{2359} -thrix -> ,  and a
leathern <1193 -dermatinos -> girdle <2223 -zone -> about <4012 -
peri -> his loins <3751 -osphus -> ;  and his meat <5160 -trophe
-> was locusts <0200 -akris -> and wild <0066 -agrios -> honey
<3192 -meli -> .

2359  MAT 005 036 Neither <3383 -mete -> shalt thou swear <3660 -
omnuo -> by thy head <2776 -kephale -> ,  because <3754 -hoti ->
thou canst <1410 -dunamai -> not make <4160 -poieo -> one <3391 -
mia -> hair <{2359} -thrix -> white <3022 -leukos -> or <2228 -e
-> black <3189 -melas -> .

2359  MAT 010 030 But the very <2532 -kai -> hairs <{2359} -
thrix -> of your <5216 -humon -> head <2776 -kephale -> are all
<3956 -pas -> numbered <0705 -arithmeo -> .
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2359  MAR 001 006 And John <2491 -Ioannes -> was clothed <1746 -
enduo -> with camel s <2574 -kamelos -> hair <{2359} -thrix -> ,
 and with a girdle <2223 -zone -> of a skin <1193 -dermatinos ->
about <4012 -peri -> his loins <3751 -osphus -> ;  and he did
eat <2068 -esthio -> locusts <0200 -akris -> and wild <0066 -
agrios -> honey <3192 -meli -> ;

2359  LUK 007 038 And stood  2476 -histemi -  at  3844 -para -  
his feet  4228 -pous - behind  3694 -opiso -   [ him ]  weeping  
2799 -klaio -  ,  and began 0756 -archomai -  to wash  1026 -
brecho -  his feet  4228 -pous -  with tears  1144 -dakru -  ,  
and did wipe  1591 -ekmasso -   [ them ]  with the hairs  {2359}
-thrix -  of her head  2776 -kephale -  ,  and kissed 2705 -
kataphileo -  his feet  4228 -pous -  ,  and anointed  LUK 0218 -
aleipho -  [ them ]  with the ointment  3464 -muron -  .

2359  LUK 007 044 And he turned  4762 -strepho -  to the woman  
1135 -gune -  ,  and said 5346 -phemi -  unto Simon  4613 -Simon
-  ,  Seest  LUK 0991 -blepo -  thou this 5026 -taute -  woman ?
 I entered  1525 -eiserchomai -  into  1519 -eis - thine  4675 -
sou -  house  3614 -oikia -  ,  thou gavest  1325 -didomi -  me
no  3756 -ou -  water  5204 -hudor -  for my feet  4228 -pous -  
:  but she hath washed  1026 -brecho -  my feet  4228 -pous -  
with tears 1144 -dakru -  ,  and wiped  1591 -ekmasso -   [ them
]  with the hairs {2359} -thrix -  of her head  2776 -kephale -  
.

2359  LUK 012 007 But even  2532 -kai -  the very  2532 -kai -  
hairs  {2359} -thrix -  of your  5216 -humon -  head  2776 -
kephale -  are all  3956 -pas -  numbered 0705 -arithmeo -  .  
Fear  5399 -phobeo -  not therefore  3767 -oun -  :  ye are of
more  1308 -diaphero -  value  1308 -diaphero -  than many 4183 -
polus -  sparrows  4765 -strouthion -  .

2359  LUK 021 018 But there shall not an hair  {2359} -thrix -  
of your  5216 -humon - head  2776 -kephale -  perish  LUK 0622 -
apollumi -  .

2359  JOH 011 002 ( It was  [ that ]  Mary <3137 -Maria -> which
<3588 -ho -> anointed <0218 -aleipho -> the Lord <2962 -kurios -
> with ointment <3464 -muron -> ,  and wiped <1591 -ekmasso ->
his feet <4228 -pous -> with her hair <{2359} -thrix -> ,  whose
<3739 -hos -> brother <0080 -adephos -> Lazarus <2976 -Lazaros -
> was sick <0770 -astheneo -> .  )

2359  JOH 012 003 Then <3767 -oun -> took <2983 -lambano -> Mary
<3137 -Maria -> a pound <3046 -litra -> of ointment <3464 -muron
-> of spikenard <4101 -pistikos -> ,  very <4186 -polutimos ->
costly <4186 -polutimos -> ,  and anointed <0218 -aleipho -> the
feet <4228 -pous -> of Jesus <2424 -Iesous -> ,  and wiped <1591
-ekmasso -> his feet <4228 -pous -> with her hair <{2359} -thrix
-> :  and the house <3614 -oikia -> was filled <4137 -pleroo ->
with the odour <3744 -osme -> of the ointment <3464 -muron -> .

2359  ACT 027 034 Wherefore <1352 -dio -> I pray <3870 -
parakaleo -> you to take <4355 -proslambano ->  [ some ]  meat
<5160 -trophe -> :  for this <5124 -touto -> is for your <5212 -
humeteros -> health <4991 -soteria -> :  for there shall not an
hair <{2359} -thrix -> fall <4098 -pipto -> from the head <2776 -
kephale -> of any <3762 -oudeis -> of you .

2359   1PE 003 003 Whose <3739 -hos -> adorning <2889 -kosmos ->
let it not be that outward <1855 -exothen ->  [ adorning <2889 -
kosmos -> ]  of plaiting <1708 -emploke -> the hair <{2359} -
thrix -> ,  and of wearing <4025 -perithesis -> of gold <5553 -
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chrusion -> ,  or <2228 -e -> of putting <1745 -endusis -> on
<1745 -endusis -> of apparel <2440 -himation -> ;

2359  REV 001 014 His head <2776 -kephale -> and  [ his ]  hairs
<{2359} -thrix ->  [ were ]  white <3022 -leukos -> like <5616 -
hosei -> wool <2053 -erion -> ,  as white <3022 -leukos -> as
snow <5510 -chion -> ;  and his eyes <3788 -ophthalmos ->  [
were ]  as a flame <5395 -phlox -> of fire <4442 -pur -> ;

2359  REV 009 008 And they had <2192 -echo -> hair <2359 -thrix -
> as the hair <{2359} -thrix -> of women <1135 -gune -> ,  and
their teeth <3599 -odous -> were as  [ the teeth ]  of lions
<3023 -leon -> .

2359  REV 009 008 And they had <2192 -echo -> hair <{2359} -
thrix -> as the hair <2359 -thrix -> of women <1135 -gune -> ,  
and their teeth <3599 -odous -> were as  [ the teeth ]  of lions
<3023 -leon -> .

 

~~~~~~

  thrix 2359 -- hair.

* hair , 2359 , 2863 , 2864 , 4117 , 5155 ,

* hairs , 2359 ,

 

~~~~~~

   course 5143 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  course 5143 # trecho {trekh'-o}; apparently a primary verb
(properly, threcho; compare 2359); which uses dremo {drem'-o}
(the base of 1408) as alternate in certain tenses; to run or
walk hastily (literally or figuratively): -- have {course}, run.
[ql

  hair 2359 # thrix {threeks}; genitive case trichos, etc.; of
uncertain derivation; hair: -- {hair}. Compare 2864.[ql

  hair 2864 # kome {kom'-ay}; apparently from the same as 2865;
the hair of the head (locks, as ornamental, and thus differing
from 2359; which properly denotes merely the scalp): -- {hair}.
[ql

  hair 5155 # trichinos {trikh'-ee-nos}; from 2359; hairy, i.e.
made of hair (mohair): -- of {hair}.[ql

  have 5143 # trecho {trekh'-o}; apparently a primary verb
(properly, threcho; compare 2359); which uses dremo {drem'-o}
(the base of 1408) as alternate in certain tenses; to run or
walk hastily (literally or figuratively): -- {have} course, run.
[ql

  of 5155 # trichinos {trikh'-ee-nos}; from 2359; hairy, i.e.
made of hair (mohair): -- {of} hair.[ql
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  run 5143 # trecho {trekh'-o}; apparently a primary verb
(properly, threcho; compare 2359); which uses dremo {drem'-o}
(the base of 1408) as alternate in certain tenses; to run or
walk hastily (literally or figuratively): -- have course, {run}.
[ql

  third 5154 # tritos {tree'-tos}; ord. from 5140; third; neuter
(as noun) a third part, or (as adverb) a (or the) third time,
thirdly: -- {third}(-ly).[ql ***. triches, etc. See 2359.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 2359. Cross Reference Study

2359.

2359 thrix  * hair , {2359 thrix } , 2863 komao  , 2864 kome  ,
4117 plegma  , 5155 trichinos  ,

2359 thrix  * hairs , {2359 thrix } ,

 

~~~~~~

 2359 - thrix -  Mat 03:04 hair

2359 - thrix -  Mat 05:36 hair

2359 - thrix -  Mar 01:06 hair

2359 - thrix -  Luk 21:18 hair

2359 - thrix -  Joh 11:02 hair

2359 - thrix -  Joh 12:03 hair

2359 - thrix -  Act 27:34 hair

2359 - thrix -  1Pe 03:03 hair

2359 - thrix -  Rev 09:08 hair

2359 - thrix -  Rev 09:08 hair

2359 - thrix -  Mat 10:30 hairs

2359 - thrix -  Luk 07:38 hairs

2359 - thrix -  Luk 07:44 hairs

2359 - thrix -  Luk 12:07 hairs

2359 - thrix -  Rev 01:14 hairs
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